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Abstract
If electromagnetic problems are solved by finite elements, the computation for
problems involving infinite space and/or complicated coil geometries causes
difficulties. One possibility to treat such problems is the coupling of finite el-
ements (FEM) and boundary elements (BEM), referred to as BEM-FEM cou-
pling. The physical problem is decomposed into a BEM part, which represents
the surrounding space as well as prescribed exciting currents, and a FEM part,
which contains the magnetic media. In this paper, the BEM-FEM coupling
for magnetostatic problems is derived in detail. For the treatment of nonlinear
media the   -iteration is presented. As an application example the compu-
tation of iron induced effects in superconducting dipole magnets is considered.
1 Introduction



















is the magnetic field,  the impressed source current density,  the flux density and   the












is some single-valued monotonous nonlinear magnetization curve. A permanent magneti-
zation 
 ,!










































Fig. 1: Integration over a small cylindrical volume 8 with the boundary 9
From the equations given so far some interface conditions for the vector potential and its derivatives can
be derived. This will be explained in greater detail, because these interface conditions are of fundamental








The brackets denote the jump of their argument across a surface of discontinuity in the direction of : ,
















































































If the height of the cylinder tends to zero, only the surfaces parallel to the interface contribute to the
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Fig. 2: Decomposition of the domain 8 into subdomains 8yx{z}| and 8~z}| ,   * =
















































has been assumed. Surface currents will not be taken into account any longer.






































The equations for the other Cartesian components can be obtained by replacing the index  by  and

, respectively. The equations (21) – (24) for the Cartesian components of - and  are completely
decoupled and can be treated separately. A mutual coupling comes into play by the magnetization   ,
which appears on the right hand side of (21) and (23).
2 The BEM-FEM Coupling
Figure 2 shows the typical decomposition of the domain 8 which is applied for BEM-FEM coupling.
The infinite domain 8 is decomposed into a subdomain 8 x{z}| and (several) subdomains 8 ~z}|B with
the common boundaries 9~z}|B  9x{z}| .
Subdomains which consist of magnetic media are discretized with the help of the finite element method.
Those parts which contain impressed exciting currents  can be described either by the finite element
49
method or by the boundary element method. However, in the case of complicated exciting coils it is
better to avoid their modelling in the FE-mesh. The remaining domain is treated by the boundary element

















On the common boundary 9~z}|  9x{z| , the coupling interface, the interface conditions (9) and (20)
are valid.
3 The Finite Element Description
The starting point for the finite element description is the weak integral form of (21) in the domain 8~z| .
The weak integral form is obtained by multiplying (21) by a weighting function  and integrating by
















































 is defined in (23). The weak integral form (28) automatically fulfills the interface condition
(24) at possible interfaces in the interior of 8y~z}| , e.g. at the interfaces between the finite elements. The
boundary integral in (28) allows to prescribe   on 9 ~z| and therefore the coupling with the boundary
element method.
At this point the discretization of the domain 8~z| into individual finite elements 8y¨ takes place. Pos-
sible material interfaces must coincide with element interfaces. We use ©
!
-continuous, isoparametric































































on 9~z}|¯9°¨  (30)
where : is the number of nodes of the element 8 ¨ and ± is the number of nodes on 9 ~z| ¯9 ¨ . This is
the portion of the element boundary 9¨ in common with the boundary 9~z| .
If we introduce (29) and (30) into (28) and choose the weighting functions  equal to the element shape























 in µ8y¨ ,
³ =
:JI
± element boundary matrix,


= ± nodal unknowns







= element force : -vector.
50
The ± I ± matrix ³ has been supplemented to become a :¶I ± matrix. The global system of equations,



















ª global stiffness matrix,
-

= ª nodal unknowns
-

















= global force ª -vector.
In (32), ª is the number of nodes in µ8~z| and   is the number of nodes on 9~z| . The bar notation
indicates the closure of a domain, i.e. the domain and its boundary.
4 The Boundary Element Description
Per definition the domain 8 x{z}| contains no magnetic media, hence   ºﬂ . One more integration of


































In (33) it was already taken into account that the boundary integrals over the far boundary 9¡¾ do not
contribute [3]. Now the weighting function  is chosen as the fundamental solution ¿À of the Laplace









































































































is the so called edge factor and Ì the planar angle ( Í the solid angle) at the point Á in the interior of the
domain 8x{z| . The integral on the right hand side of (37) can be identified as the  -component of the




















The normal derivative of the vector potential can be expressed in terms of

 according to (23) with

  Ïﬂ
in 8x{z| . Furthermore, the normal derivative in (23) refers to the outward normal :  : ~z| ,
wheras the outward normal :  : x{z| in (37) points into the opposite direction, which leads to an








































Due to the special choice of 
Á




 are related to each other.
Equation (40) is the integral equation on which the boundary element method is based on.
For the numerical solution of (40), the boundary 9x{z| must be decomposed into a number of Ò bound-







































-continuous, isoparametric nodal elements are used for the discretization. These elements have
exactly the same properties as the finite elements in section 3. Due to the boundary integral formulation,
the dimension of the elements is reduced by one so that for 3D problems 2D boundary elements and











































« on 9¨  (43)
where ± is the number of nodes of the element 9°¨ . If we introduce (42) and (43) into (41) and put the
field point 
Á

































































-vector of the source potential.
This is the pointwise collocation method, which leads to unsymmetric matrices Ø and  . In contrast
to the symmetric sparse FEM matrices
·
and ¸ , the BEM matrices are unsymmetric and fully
populated.
5 The Overall System of Equations





x{z}| . If ”compatible” elements [4] are used in both subdomains, this is guaranteed by the
continuity of the nodal values and the similar expansions (29), (42) and (30), (43), respectively.















This equation can be used to eliminate the unknowns















































x{z| has been supplemented to become a ª I ª matrix. The domain 8yx{z}|
has been mapped onto one equivalent finite element resulting in · x{z| . The matrix · x{z}| is un-
symmetric which means that
·






contains a dense   I   subblock which couples all the boundary nodes with each other.
These properties of
·
reduce the efficiency of the numerical solution of (46) and have to be regarded
as disadvantages of the BEM-FEM coupling [4]. However, there are some special solution algorithms
not explained in this paper which allow to work around these difficulties [5, 6].


















































6 The Ý ßÞÅ -Iteration
The magnetization 
 
which appears on the right hand side of (50) is in general not known in advance,
but depends itself on the fields according to the magnetization curve (4). This means that (50) has to be
solved by iteration.
A possible iterative method is the  à -iteration. The principle of the  à -iteration is a simple
update. The magnetization   × is obtained from the vector potential 
-
× of the current iteration step
O
with the help of the magnetization curve (4). The vector potential is recomputed from this magnetization













































































× is the increment of the potential values and ã × is the residual. The convergence rate
can be improved by multiplying the increment â 
-











































































Fig. 3:  à -iteration
54















With the techniques given in [7] it can be shown that the   -iteration converges for ﬂ ú å× ú  .
However, practical experiments showed that a considerable speed-up can be achieved by an adaptive
computation of the relaxation parameter from the increment of the current and the previous iteration step



































Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the
 
-iteration. A suitable stopping criterion is û  * ﬂ Ù 2=2=2 * ﬂ Ù .
Compared to the widespread Newton-Raphson method, the  ' -iteration has the following advan-
tages:
 The system matrix
Ú
·
has to be assembled and factorized only once, provided that a direct solver
is used.
 The special structure of
Ú
·
shown in (50) is preserved. Thus the numerical expense is that of a
scalar potential problem, because only the subblock · has to be processed.
 The
 
-method is globally convergent.
 No derivatives of the magnetization curve (4) are required.
Of course, there are also disadvantages:
 The required number of iteration steps is much higher. The 3D problem presented in [6] took about
200 steps.
 Even in the case of linear media the  à -iteration is necessary.
7 Superconducting Magnet Field Calculation
In this section, the BEM-FEM coupling is applied to the field calculation of superconducting dipole
magnets. These are the main dipole magnets of the Large Hadron Collider. The Large Hadron Collider
is a superconducting accelerator for protons and heavy ions to be installed at CERN. The Large Hadron
Collider will be placed in an existing tunnel with a circumference of about 27 km. Space limitations
as well as cost considerations dictate a two-in-one magnet design, where the two rings are incorporated
in the same cryostat. The main dipole magnets will operate at about 0.58 T at injection and 8.40 T at
nominal current. The superconducting magnets are characterized by the dominance of the coil geometry
for the field distribution. The design goals for the magnets are maximum dipole field, minimum content
of unwanted multipoles and sufficient safety margin for the conductor over the whole operation range.
Figure 4 shows a cross-section of the magnet. For symmetry reasons, only a quarter of the geometry
needs to be considered as shown in Figure.
The aim of the numerical analysis is to determine the quality of the magnetic field. For this purpose, the
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are called the normal and the
-
­
the skew components of the field. By introducing the normal
















































































The numerical computation of the relative multipole components is a challenging task [9]. These com-
ponents are of the order * ﬂ Ù . Even to obtain three valid digits, the accuracy of the field computation
has to be of the order * ﬂ Ù$ . One basic requirement is the correct modelling of the coils, which have a
complicated geometry and current density distribution. As can be seen from (50), the input data for the
BEM-FEM coupling is the vector potential 
-
 of the source currents at the locations of the boundary
nodes. This can easily be obtained from the design data of the coils. The design and optimization of
the coil geometry has been performed with the CERN program package ROXIE [10]. From the ROXIE
database, the location and current of each filamentary conductor is available. For the  -th conductor



















For the numerical analysis, the magnet is assumed to be infinitely extended in  -direction. The resulting
2D problem is described by (46). Only a quarter of the geometry needs to be discretized when the







Fig. 5: Coarse mesh with 3396 nodes and computed  -field

















































has to be used for the computation of the matrices Ø and  . Only the iron yoke and the iron insert
need to be meshed. We used 8-noded quadrilateral and 6-noded triangular second order finite elements
and 3-noded second order boundary line elements. A coarse mesh with 3396 nodes (Figure 5) and a fine
mesh with 6521 nodes have been considered.
Once the field problem has been solved, the relative multipole components according to (60) can be

















and the radius ﬀ¤!  * ﬂ mm. This can be done by evaluating (40) in terms








































consists of two parts: The impressed potential
-
 due to the coils and the reduced potential
-
+* due to







. With these sample values a discrete harmonic analysis has been performed by
























































2 1.45900 J=K FMLAN 1.46035 J=K FOLAN
3 -1.11400 J=K F LAN -1.11413 J=K F LAN
4 -0.15273 J=K F LAN -0.15269 J=K F LAN
5 -0.19984 J=K F LAN -0.19983 J=K F LAN
6 0.00432 J=K F LAN 0.00432 J=K F LAN
7 0.03386 J=K F LAN 0.03385 J=K F LAN
8 -0.00153 J=K F LAN -0.00153 J=K F LAN
9 -0.01062 J=K F LAN -0.01062 J=K F LAN
10 0.00165 J=K F LAN 0.00166 J=K F LAN
11 0.00919 J=K FMLAN 0.00918 J=K FOLAN









































Starting from the expansion (65) and using the relations (67) avoids numerical differentiation of the
vector potential.






. Table 1 contains the results for the coarse and the fine mesh.
Even with the coarse mesh the first four digits can be regarded as accurate.
The high accuracy requirements in connection with the high saturation level of the iron pose a demanding
test on the
 à
-iteration. Table 2 shows the results for the coarse mesh and different stopping criteria
û






 are hardly influenced by the yoke and the iron saturation effect.



























Ù [9]. These multipoles are therefore a good measure of the accuracy of the
field solution. Indeed, Table 2 shows a good agreement with the predicted values and no dependency
on the stopping criterion. The quadrupole
"
 , which results from the two-in-one design depends on the
stopping criterion. The first four digits can be regarded as exact for ûUT * ﬂ Ù . It should be noted that










This paper presented a detailed explanation of the BEM-FEM coupling for nonlinear magnetostatic prob-
lems. The proposed method was applied to the computation of the multipole errors in the field of a su-
perconducting dipole magnet. The exciting coils need not to be discretized, but their vector potential can
directly be used as input data for the field computation. The reduced vector potential due to the magne-
tization was computed by integration over the BEM-FEM coupling interface, which tends to smooth out
local errors.
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